Kaur Foundation's

Cultural Safari

Teacher Resource Guide
This resource guide has been created as a companion to the
Cultural Safari video, which explores the origins, history, basic
believes, milestones, holidays, and festivals of the Skh
community. You may want to follow along in the transcript
during your first viewing and use the transcript as a reference
when developing additional activities. We have provided a
lesson plan, guided notes, and a glossary to get you started.
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Founded in 2002, the Kaur Foundation is a national non-profit organization whose
mission is to create awareness of the Sikh identity, heritage, and values. We believe
that cultural literacy and acceptance is fundamental to developing an integrated
society. Through our outreach programs we seek to build institutional partnerships
that nurture lasting ties in our surrounding communities.
Kaur Foundation is happy to provide speakers who can come to your school for
classroom presentations or faculty and staff development. For more information, to
arrange a visit, and additional curricular materials, visit us online at
www.kaurfoundation.org or write to info@kaurfoundation.org

Kaur Foundation

Envisioning a society that promotes cultural awareness and inclusiveness for all.
www.kaurfoundation.org

Cultural Safari Video Transcript
Welcome to Kaur Foundation’s Cultural Safari. This 17-minute video covers Sikh culture and
heritage and helps close the cultural awareness gap that exists between the educators,
administrators, and peers of Sikh American students. The video covers five main areas of Sikh
culture and heritage: origins, history, physical attributes, festivals, and holidays.
You can view the video on our website: https://www.kaurfoundation.org/cultural-safari.html
or our YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/TheKaurFoundation

Introduction
[Alex] Oh, hi there! And welcome to the Kaur Cultural Safari!
[Matthew] Where we help you discover different cultures of the world.
[ Josh] We're cultural explorers!

♫ Come explore many worlds
♫ Far and near from your home
♫ You'll love to learn about
♫ Ways not your own
♫ The more we know, the more we grow
♫ On a Cultural Safari!
♫ Each culture is full of amazing things
♫ From the clothes that we wear, to the songs we sing
♫ Curiosity is all you need to bring on a Cultural Safari! On
a Cultural Safari!
[Alex] Learning about different parts of the world is a lot of fun! And the more we know and
understand about each other, the more we accept people just the way they are.
[Matthew] When we say culture, we're talking about food, clothing, life events, art and
music, holidays and festivals, and beliefs and traditions.
[Alex] And here is the great thing with culture, the more you know, the more you want to
know.
[ Josh] More and more and more and more! Sorry!
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Cultural Safari Transcript
[Alex] There are a lot of cultures out there to explore like the one we're going to talk about
today.
[Matthew] Today we're going to explore the Sikh-American culture. Many Americans
pronounces is as "seek" and that's okay too.
[ Josh] Did you know that the word "Sikh" means student, a seeker of knowledge?
[Alex] Sikhism originated in the northwest part of India, known as Punjab, which means
"Land of the Five Rivers."
[Alex] Sikhs are members of the world's fifth largest religion,
known as Sikhism. Their basic beliefs include living a life of
devotion, labor, and charity.

Did you know?
Punjab is about the size of
Nebraska.

[Matthew] Sikhism began a little over 500 years ago.
[ Josh] That's right about the time Christopher Columbus discovered the New World.
[Alex] Sikhs have been in America for over a hundred years. They've helped build America
by working on railroads, farms, and lumber mills. Sikhs have served in the US Congress
and in both World War One and World War Two.
[ Josh] You'll find Sikhs in all different walks of
life: teachers, attorneys, scientists, mechanics,
airplane pilots, entertainers, businessmen, and
well, just about anything else you can imagine.

History
[3:34]
[ Josh] Let's explore the history of Sikhism!
[Matthew] Okay Josh, Sikhism began with the teachings of Guru Nanak.
[ Josh] You know the word guru means teacher?
[Matthew] Guru Nanak saw people being denied basic human rights because of their social
status. He taught of equality, hard work, honesty, and community service as the basis of
leading a good life.
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[Alex] And Sikhism is not a form of Hinduism or Islam, which are also other major
religions of India. It's a separate faith with its own unique identity.
[Matthew] Sikhs can be recognized by their common last names.
[Alex] For example, Sikh men have the last name of Singh which means "lion." And Sikh
women have the last name of Kaur which means "princess." This gives men and women
equal status in society.
[Matthew] Thank you Alex. Sikh Americans can also be recognized by their physical
appearances. The men and boys were patkas or turbans, and all Sikhs wear steel bracelets.
[Alex] To learn more, let's ask a typical Sikh family. Come on let's go!

Meet a Sikh Family
[4:30]
[All] Sat sri akal
[Dad] I'm very impressed are you familiar with
our traditional Sikh greeting.
[ Josh] Of course, we are
cultural explorers.
[Alex] Could you tell us about the turban and the patka and the
steel bracelet?

Did you know?
Sat Sri Akal means
“God is Truth.”

[Mom] Sure, would love to. Let's start with the steel bracelet. It's
called a Kara. The Kara is worn on the wrist. It signifies strength and unity with God.
[Matthew] And the turban and the patka?
[Dad] Sikhs do not cut their hair. Men wear turbans and beards like me. And boys wear
patkas, like Ranjit.
[Alex] And do Sikh women ever wear turbans?
[Mom] Turban is optional for women. Some choose to wear it. Generally, girls don't wear
turbans and often braid their hair.
[Dad] Ranjit, would you like to help me show them how to tie the turban and parka?
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[Ranjit] Sure

Did you know?

[Dad] Do you have a mirror?

99% of people who wear
turbans in the United States
are Sikhs.

[Matthew] Sure, right over there.
[ Josh] Wow, that's long!
[ Josh] 15 feet 5 inches. That's right about 5 meters.
[Matthew] The turban is prepared and worn every day.

[Alex] It is not a hat or a cap that can be removed and put on casually.
[ Josh] His turban's gray, but I've seen lots of
other colors. Is there a special meaning behind
the color?
[Alex] No, not really. It can be any color, but
usually it's a matter of taste.

[Matthew] The turban represents honor and dignity for all Sikhs.
[ Josh] Eight minutes, 20 seconds, wow!
[Dad] Are you ready to demonstrate the patka? [Mom] Sure!
[ Josh] Do boys wear patkas from the time they're born?

Fun Fact
A patka is a cotton cloth
worn over a Sikh boy’s hair.

[Alex] Josh, they need to have enough hair first! They need
to make a top knot.
[Alex] Before the patka has worn the hair is combed out, gently rolled,
and tied into a topknot.
[Matthew] Then the patka is worn over the head to keep the hair
groomed and neatly in place.
[Dad] I'd just like to add, the turban and patka are not hats. They are
special articles of faith, and they should be respected. You should
never touch or pull on someone's turban or patka. That would be
highly disrespectful.
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[ Josh] That's important, we all want to be respected.
[Alex] Wow, that was really interesting, thanks for helping us understand!
[Dad] You're very welcome.
[Mom] We've enjoyed being here.
[Kids] Bye!
[ Josh] Wow! People move really fast around here!

Sikh Practices
[8:44]
[Matthew] So Josh, did you have any questions?
[ Josh] Do I ever! First, do the Sikhs have a holy book like the Bible the Torah or the Quran?
[Matthew] Yeah, but different. The sacred book of the Sikh faith is called the Guru Granth
Sahib. It's considered to be a living guru or spiritual teacher.
[Matthew] So what's your other question?
[ Josh] Oh, do they have a place of worship like other faiths?
[Matthew] Yeah Josh, a Sikh place of worship is
called a Gurdwara. The most well-known
gurudwara is called the Golden Temple and is in the
holy city of Amritsar in India.
[ Josh] Wow I can totally see why they call it the
Golden Temple!
[Alex] It sits in the middle of a beautiful reflecting
pool. There are four open doors, one on each side.
They represent an openness to all who wish to come.
[ Josh] Just like America!
[Matthew] That's the outside. Let's take a look at what happens on

Did you know?
The Golden Temple is
covered with over
1,500 pounds of gold.

the inside of a gurdwara.
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[Matthew] To be respectful, there are three things people do upon entering a Gurudwara.
One, remove their shoes;
[Alex] Two, cover their heads;
[Matthew] and three, bow in reverence to the Guru Granth Sahib before sitting with the
congregation.
[Ragis performing music]
[Alex] Music plays a very important part in
the Sikh worship service. Many of the
hymns from the Guru Granth Sahib are
performed by resident priests called ragis.
[Alex] The two ragis on the left are playing
the harmonium, an instrument similar to
an accordion.
[Matthew] And the tabla is similar to a small drum set.
[ Josh] After the worship service, everyone has a communal meal called langar in the
community eating hall.
[Matthew] This meal is prepared by volunteers from the congregation.
[ Josh] To symbolize equal status everyone sits together on
the floor.
[Alex] Common langar foods include lentils, beans, peas,
spinach, flatbread, and salad.

Did you know?
Some gurdwaras serve over
40,000 free meals a day.

[ Josh] mmm mmm, that's delicious!
[Matthew] Josh—
[ Josh] Oh, sorry.
[ Josh] That was delicious! So, tell me, what else goes on the Gurdwara?
[Alex] Plenty! One thing I found very interesting was the the Dastar Bandi or the Turban
Tying Ceremony.
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[Matthew] When a Sikh boy reaches the age of 11 or 12, a Turban Tying Ceremony is
performed. Family and friends come to join in this very important celebration.
[ Josh] It's a big moment in a young boy's life. You might say a coming-of-age or rite of
passage.
[Alex] At this ceremony, the child's first turban is tied on by a Sikh elder.
[Matthew] From then on, boys tie their own turbans.
[Matthew] That's cool, he looks so proud
[Alex] Wow we have learned so many things about Sikhs — their origins, their history, their
faith, their ceremonies. Now let's talk about their festivals!

Festivals and Holidays
[13:31]
[ Josh] Great! Because I am ready to celebrate! Let's talk about Baisakhi!
[ Josh] These dancers are performing a
traditional Punjabi dance called Bhangra.
[ Josh] It is known for its bright colors and highenergy.
[ Josh] Every spring, Sikhs gather together to
celebrate the beginning of harvest in Punjab.
[overlapping voices]
[Alex] Every spring, Sikhs gathered to celebrate the beginning of
the harvest in Punjab.
There's dancing, great food, games, and special treats for kids and
grownups.

Fun Fact
Gurpurab means
“festival of the guru”
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Did you know?
Bhangra can burn up to
500 calories per hour.

[Alex] Other popular festivals or
celebrations are associated with the life of Guru Nanak
and the nine gurus that followed him.
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Review
[15:35]
[Matthew] Well guys, I think we're just about out of time. I sure learned a lot. Josh, what did
you learn about the Sikh culture today?
[ Josh] I learned it is all about the number five.
[Matthew] The number five?
[ Josh] Yeah, Sikhism is the world's fifth largest religion. There are five hundred thousand
Sikhs in America. The religion started five hundred years ago. They have five basic beliefs,
and it all began in the 'Five Rivers' area of Punjab.
[Alex] Wow! I never thought about it that way, Josh. Thanks!
[ Josh] No worries.
[Alex] We hope you have all found the Sikh culture as fascinating as we have. Being a
cultural explorer is so much fun, and all of you can be cultural explorers too.
[Matthew] Until next time,
[Alex] Respect the differences in others.
[Matthew] Get to know those around you from different
cultures.
[ Josh] And remember, it's important to appreciate the
differences in everyone. Hey, the more you know, the
more you grow.
[All] Happy exploring!
[Matthew] So Josh, what culture are we gonna explore next?
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Vocabulary
Amritsar

Gurdwara

Kara

Sat Sri Akal

Baisakhi /

Guru

Kaur

Singh

Gurpurab

Langar

Sikh

Guru Granth

Patka

Tabla

Punjab

Turban

Vaisakhi
Bhangra
Dastar Bandi

Sahib

Golden

Guru Nanak

Temple

Ragi

Harmonium

More Resources
Cultural Safari guided notes and review worksheets:

Plus, additional lesson plans, recommended reading, our Youth Voices interview
series, and more!

Find more Kaur Foundation resources at www.kaurfoundation.org
and follow us @KaurFoundation
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Cultural Safari Lesson Plan
Grade Level: 5-8
This lesson uses the 17-minute film Cultural Safari to deepen and extend students’ knowledge
about Sikhism. The conversational approach of the film introduces viewers to Sikhism and to a
Sikh family. There are many ways to use the film in the classroom, from a simple one-time viewing
to an in-depth analysis and creation of additional material that could complement the film.

Objectives:
Students will be able to…
•

Explain basic Sikh beliefs and practices.

•

Identify common characteristics of Sikh-Americans.

•

Analyze features of a video for characteristics of purpose, audience, and tone.

•

Conduct additional research to expand their knowledge and understanding of the Sikh
tradition.

Materials:
•

Cultural Safari video (https://www.kaurfoundation.org/full-cultural-safaricontent-here.html) – 17 minutes

•

Cultural Safari Guided Notes*

•

Cultural Safari Review Worksheet*

•

Cultural Safari Video Transcript (optional)

*These worksheets are available at two levels to facilitate differentiated instruction.

Kaur Foundation
Envisioning a society that promotes cultural awareness and inclusiveness for all.

Lesson Plan | Cultural Safari

Standards
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.1
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing
their own clearly.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. SL.6.2
Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g. visually, quantitatively, orally)
and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.6.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.7.7
Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and generative
additional related, focused questions for further research and investigation.
CCSS.ELA -Literacy. L.7.6
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and
phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to
comprehension or expression.
C3 D2.Rel.2.9-12
Describe and analyze examples of how religions are internally diverse at both macro levels (sects
and divisions within traditions) and micro levels (differences within specific religious
communities).
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Lesson Activities:
1.

If using to introduce Sikhism: Ask students what they already know about Sikhism and
what questions they have. Record prior knowledge and questions to return to at the end
of the lesson.

2.

If using as part of the KF Sikh Studies Unit: Ask students to briefly recount some of the
things they learned in previous lessons. Reiterate questions that were raised and
remind students to listen for answers for those questions as they are watching.

3.

Play the video through and ask students to just watch and listen.
a.

Note: Some key information is displayed on title cards rather than spoken by the
characters. Watching the video first without having to take notes will help students
get all of the important points.

4.

Distribute the Guided Notes worksheet. Play the video again and ask students to fill in
the worksheet as they hear relevant information.
a. Optional: Pause the video periodically to check for understanding and respond to
students’ questions.

5.

Check for understanding by reviewing the Guided Notes page. Discuss with students
how this information fits in with what they already knew about Sikhism or has learned
in a previous lesson. What was new information?

6.

In small groups, as a whole class, or in a written assignment, ask students to engage
with some or all the following discussion questions:
a. How does the Cultural Safari video fit in with what you already know or understand
about Sikhism?
b. What did you learn that changes your perspective about Sikhs?
c. What were the most important parts of the film?
d. What weakness did you find in the film and what recommendations would you make
to the directors?
e. What was not included in the film that you would include if you were the creator? Or
what would you put in a sequel to this film?
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f.

What questions would you ask to the originator/creator of this film? Why are those
questions important in general? Why are those questions important to you?

g. Why is it important or beneficial to learn about other cultures and religions?
7.

Return to the questions identified at the beginning of the lesson. Which questions were
answered? Conduct additional research (individual or in small groups) to answer
remain questions.

8.

Distribute the Review Worksheet.

Assessments:
•

Assign written responses to selected discussion questions.

•

Collect the review worksheet, including definition of key vocabulary words.

•

Outline or storyboard a new segment for the film based on questions that remained after
watching the video.

•

Generate more interview questions for the Sikh family featured in the film. Do additional
research to answer some of those questions.

Extensions
Have students create their own video response to any section of the film or create a new segment
for the film.
Starting around 3:00 in the film, several prominent Sikhs are highlighted, including the Singh
Twins (artists), Fauja Singh (oldest marathon runner), and Gurinder Chadha (film director). Assign
students to do additional research on these people and other contemporary Sikhs. Create a new
segment for the film that teaches about the life and accomplishments of the assigned individual(s).
Find out more about one of the ceremonies or festivals mentioned in the video (e.g. Dastar Bandi,
Baisakhi (also spelled Vaisakhi), Gurpurabs). Research other Sikh ceremonies or festivals that could
be included in the video.
Guru Nanak (1469-1539) lived at the same time as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) and the voyages of
Christopher Columbus. This was as time of significant change around the world. Create a timeline
of events happening around the world at the beginning of the 1500s.
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Find and view other introductory videos about Sikhism. Compare the content included or excluded
from each video. Discuss the intended audience for each video and the biases of different creators.

Modifications:
For Online and Remote Learning: The full Cultural Safari film is available on the Kaur Foundation
website so students can easily view it independently. Identify timestamps of specific parts of the
video that you want students to respond to. Supply additional comprehension or reflection
questions to be completed at each time stamp.
For Accessibility: Provide students with a copy of the Video Transcript and/or enable the closed
captions which watching.
For Older Students: Older students may feel that the tone of the film is aimed at a younger
audience. It may be helpful to preface the film by saying this and asking students to view it with a
critical perspective. How would they change it for an older audience?
For World Religion Classes: Outline or storyboard another episode of a “Cultural Safari” for
another religion that has been studied. Use the structure and format of this film as a guide.

Find more Kaur Foundation resources at www.kaurfoundation.org
and follow us @KaurFoundation
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Cultural Safari Glossary
The following terms are used in the Cultural Safari video. You can view the video on our website:
https://www.kaurfoundation.org/cultural-safari.html or our YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheKaurFoundation

Vocabulary
Amritsar (uhm-rit-sirr): The holy city of the Sikhs. Located in northwest
India in the state of Punjab.

Baisakhi (bay-saa-khee): Harvest festival, celebrated in the spring; also
spelled Vaisakhi (vai-saa-khee)

Bhangra (paang-ar-ah OR bang-gruh): A traditional Punjabi dance
Dastar Bandi (da-staar baan-dee): Turban tying ceremony for a young boy
around age 11 or 12

Golden Temple: The most well-known gurdwara. Located in the city of
Amritsar. Also called Harmandar Sahib.

Gurdwara (gr-dwaa-ruh): The Sikh place of worship
Guru (goo-roo): A teacher
Gurpurab (gurh-pur-ab): A festival related to the lives of the Gurus
Guru Granth Sahib (goo-roo grunth suh-heeb): The Sikh holy book
Guru Nanak (goo-roo naa-nuhk): The founder and first Guru. Lived from
1469-1539

Kaur Foundation
Envisioning a society that promotes cultural awareness and inclusiveness for all.

Cultural Safari Glossary

Harmonium (haar-mow-nee-uhm): A musical instrument similar to an
accordion or keyboard.

Kara (kaa-ra): A steel bracelet worn by Sikhs
Kaur (kor): A common last name or middle name for Sikh women, meaning
‘princess’

Langar (lung-gaar): A free communal meal served at a gurdwara
Patka (pat-kaa): A small, square piece of cloth worn by Sikh boys that covers
their hair

Punjab (puhn-jaab): A region in northwestern India were the Sikhs
originated

Ragi (raa-gee): The person who sings the hymns at the gurdwara
Sat Sri Akal (sut-sree-akaal): A Sikh greeting, meaning ‘God is Truth’
Singh (sing): A common last name or middle name for Sikh men, meaning
‘lion’

Sikh (sik-kh): A person who belongs to the Sikh tradition, meaning ‘a student
or seeker of knowledge’

Sikhism (sik-izm): The name of the Sikh religion
Tabla (taa-bluh): A small drum set
Turban (tur-bin): The head covering worn by most Sikh men and some Sikh
women to cover long, uncut hair
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Vocabulary Quiz
We’ve learned a lot of new words today. How many do you remember? Draw a line from the
vocabulary word on the left to the correct definition of the right.

Gurdwara 1

A

A common last name or middle
name for Sikh men, meaning ‘lion’

Langar 2

B

A free communal meal served at a
gurdwara

Patka 3

C The Sikh place of worship

Kara 4

D

A small, square piece of cloth worn
by Sikh boys that covers their hair

Singh 5

E

A region in northwestern India
were the Sikhs originated

Turban 6

Kaur 7

F A steel bracelet worn by Sikhs

G The Sikh holy book

Guru
Granth 8
Sahib

A common last name or middle
H name for Sikh women, meaning
‘princess’

Punjab 9

I

Harvest festival, celebrated in the
spring

Baisakhi 10

J

The head covering worn by most
Sikh men and some Sikh women
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Cultural Safari
Guided Notes
The word “Sikh” means _______________ or
“seeker of knowledge.”

What is culture? Name some
things that are part of culture:

Sikhism is over __________ years old.
How many Sikhs live in the US? _________________
Sikhs have been in America for over ________ years.
True or False? Sikh-Americans work in and serve in all walks of life_________.
The Keys to Leading a Good Life
According to Guru Nanak:
Equality
Honesty
Community Service
Hard Work

Sikhism originated in the __________________ region in India, also known as the
“Land of the Five Rivers.”
Sikhism was founded by ________________________, because he saw people being
denied basic human rights due to their social status.
The word ______________ means “teacher.”
Sikh men commonly have the last name Singh, which means ___________________.
Sikh women commonly have the last name Kaur, which means _________________.
This gives men and women _____________________ status in society.
Sikhism is not form of _________________ or _________________; it is its own unique
and distinct faith.
Extension:
1.) Guru Nanak (1469-1539) lived at the same time as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). Create a timeline
of events happening around the world at the beginning of the 1500s.
2.) Several famous or prominent Sikhs are highlighted around 3:00 in the video. Find and research
additional Sikh-Americans that you would want to feature in your own version of this video.

Kaur Foundation

Envisioning a society that promotes cultural awareness and inclusiveness for all.
www.kaurfoundation.org

Form A

Meet a Sikh Family
“Sat sri akal”
This traditional Sikh greeting means “God is
truth” or “Truth is divine and timeless.”

Many Sikh Americans can be recognized by their
physical appearance. Complete the chart about some
of the items described in the video:
Item

Description: What is it? What does it signify?

Who wears it?

Kara
Turban
Patka

At the Gurdwara
What do you do when you arrive at the The Guru Granth Sahib is the Sikh _____________.
gurdwara to show respect?
During a Sikh worship service, ________________
__________________________________
from the Guru Granth Sahib are set to music and
__________________________________
performed by ragis.
__________________________________
After the worship service, everyone participates in
The most famous gurdwara
is the __________________ in
Amritsar, India. The four
open doors, one on each
side, represent ___________
________________________.

_______________, a community meal prepared by
______________. To symbolize _________________,
everyone sits together on the floor. Some common
foods include________________________________
____________________________________________.
Extension:
Find out more about one of the ceremonies or festivals
mentioned in the video:
Dastar Bandi (Turban Tying Ceremony)
Baisakhi (also spelled Vaisakhi)
Gurpurab
What other Sikh ceremonies or festivals could you include in
this video?
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Cultural Safari
Guided Notes
Record some important facts about Sikhism here:
What is culture? Name some
things that are part of culture:

The Keys to Leading a Good Life According to
Guru Nanak:
___________________ ___________________
___________________ ___________________

Sikhism originated in the ______________ region of India, also known as: ___________
__________________________________________________________________________.
Sikhism was founded by ________________________ because ____________________
__________________________________________________________________________.
The word ______________ means “teacher.”
Sikh men commonly have the last name ___________, which means _____________.
Sikh women commonly have the last name ________, which means _____________.
This gives men and women ___________________status in society.
Sikhism is not form of ________________ or _________________; it is its own unique
and distinct faith.
Extension:
1.) Guru Nanak (1469-1539) lived at the same time as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). Create a timeline
of events happening around the world at the beginning of the 1500s.
2.) Several famous or prominent Sikhs are highlighted around 3:00 in the video. Find and research
additional Sikh-Americans that you would want to feature in your own version of this video.
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Form B

Meet a Sikh Family
“Sat sri akal”
This traditional Sikh greeting means “God is
truth” or “Truth is divine and timeless.”

Many Sikh Americans can be recognized by their
physical appearance. Complete the chart with some
of the items described in the video:
Item

Description: What is it? What does it signify?

Who wears it?

Kara
Turban
Patka

At the Gurdwara
What do you do when you arrive at the
gurdwara to show respect?

What is the Sikh holy book called?
What happens during a Sikh worship service?

The most famous gurdwara
is the __________________ in
Amritsar, India. The four
open doors, one on each
side, represent ___________
________________________.

What happens after a worship service
at a gurdwara?

Extension:
Research and find out more about one of the ceremonies or
festivals mentioned in the video:
Dastar Bandi (Turban Tying Ceremony)
Baisakhi (also spelled Vaisakhi)
Gurpurab
What other Sikh ceremonies or festivals could you include in
this video?
Kaur Foundation © 2022
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Cultural Safari
Review
Directions: Review your knowledge about Sikhism with this graphic organizer. Answer the questions to
test your understanding or to learn more about Sikhism.

Sikhism is the world’s 5th largest organized
religion. Why is it important to learn about
different religions?

Sikhism was founded about 500
years ago. Who was the founder
of Sikhism?

There are approximately 500,000 Sikhs in the
United States. How many Sikhs are there in
the world?

Remember the
number

5

Sikhism originated in the
Punjab region of India,
which means “Land of
the five rivers”

to review what you
learned about
Sikhism.
Sikhism has five basic beliefs:

Find Punjab on a
map of India

1. ___________________________
2. _____________________
4. ______________________________
What else did you learn about Sikhism?
What questions do you still have?

3. _______________________
5.______________________________
Define these important vocabulary words:
Guru

Langar

Guru Granth Sahib

Patka

Gurdwara

Ragi

Kara

Singh

Kaur

Turban
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Form A

Cultural Safari
Review
Directions: Review your knowledge about Sikhism with this graphic organizer. Answer the questions to
test your understanding or to learn more about Sikhism.

Sikhism is the world’s _______ largest
organized religion.

How many Sikhs live in the United States?

Why is it important to learn about different
religions?

How many Sikhs are there in the world?

Remember the
number

5

When was Sikhism founded?

Who was
Sikhism?

the

founder

of

Where did Sikhism
originate?

to review what you
learned about
Sikhism.
Sikhism has five basic beliefs:

Find this location on
a map.

1. ___________________________
2. _____________________
4. ______________________________
What else did you learn about Sikhism?
What questions do you still have?

3. _______________________
5.______________________________
Define these important vocabulary words:
Guru

Langar

Guru Granth Sahib

Patka

Gurdwara

Ragi

Kara

Singh

Kaur

Turban
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Form B

Cultural Safari Glossary

Vocabulary Quiz
Answer Key

1. C
2. B
3. D

4|

4. F
5. A
6. J

7. H
8. G
9. E

10. I
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KEY

Cultural Safari
Guided Notes

The word “Sikh” means _STUDENT_________
or “seeker of knowledge.”

What is culture? Name some
things that are part of culture:

Art & Music
Clothing
Food
Holidays
Life Events

Sikhism is over __500_____ years old.
How many Sikhs live in the US? _500,000________
Sikhs have been in America for over __100___ years.

True or False? Sikh-Americans work in and serve in all walks of life_TRUE_____.
The Keys to Leading a Good Life
According to Guru Nanak:
Equality
Honesty
Community Service
Hard Work

Sikhism originated in the __PUNJAB__________ region in India, also known as the
“Land of the Five Rivers.”
Sikhism was founded by ____GURU NANAK_____________, because he saw people
being denied basic human rights due to their social status.
The word ___GURU______ means “teacher.”
Sikh men commonly have the last name Singh, which means __LION____________.
Sikh women commonly have the last name Kaur, which means _PRINCESS_______.
This gives men and women __EQUAL______________ status in society.
Sikhism is not form of __HINDUISM__________ or __ISLAM___________; it is its own
unique and distinct faith.
Extension:
1.) Guru Nanak (1469-1539) lived at the same time as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). Create a timeline
of events happening around the world at the beginning of the 1500s.
2.) Several famous or prominent Sikhs are highlighted around 3:00 in the video. Find and research
additional Sikh-Americans that you would want to feature in your own version of this video.
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Form A

KEY

Meet a Sikh Family
“Sat sri akal”
This traditional Sikh greeting means “God is
truth” or “Truth is divine and timeless.”

Many Sikh Americans can be recognized by their
physical appearance. Complete the chart about some
of the items described in the video:
Item

Description: What is it? What does it signify?

Who wears it?

Kara

steel bracelet worn on the wrist, signifies strength and unity with God

all Sikhs

Turb
an

about 15 feet long, prepared and worn everyday, It is not a hat. No special
colors, a matter of preference. Represents honor and dignity for all Sikhs

mostly by men,
optional for women

Patka

worn by boys when they have enough hair to form a top knot, keeps
hair groomed and in place. smaller than a turban

boys

At the Gurdwara
What do you do when you arrive at the The Guru Granth Sahib is the Sikh _HOLY BOOK___.
gurdwara to show respect?
During a Sikh worship service, __HYMNS_________
_1.) REMOVE YOUR SHOES____________
from the Guru Granth Sahib are set to music and
_2.) COVER YOUR HEAD ______________
_3.) BOW TO THE GURU GRANTH SAHIB_ performed by ragis.
After the worship service, everyone participates in
The most famous gurdwara is
the _GOLDEN TEMPLE__ in
Amritsar, India. The four open
doors, one on each side,
represent OPENNESS TO ALL
WHO WISH TO COME.

__LANGAR________, a community meal prepared
by _VOLUNTEERS________. To symbolize _EQUAL
STATUS_________, everyone sits together on the
floor. Some common foods include_LENTILS, PEAS,
SPINACH, FLATBREAD, SALAD________________
____________________________________________.

Extension:
Find out more about one of the ceremonies or festivals
mentioned in the video:
Dastar Bandi (Turban Tying Ceremony)
Baisakhi (also spelled Vaisakhi)
Gurpurab
What other Sikh ceremonies or festivals could you include in
this video?
Kaur Foundation © 2022

Form A

KEY

Cultural Safari
Guided Notes

Record some important facts about Sikhism here:
What is culture? Name some
things that are part of culture:

Art & Music
Clothing
Food
Holidays
Life Events

The Keys to Leading a Good Life According to
Guru Nanak:
__EQUALITY___COMMUNITY SERVICE_
__HARD WORK____HONESTY_______

Sikhism originated in the __PUNJAB__________ region in India, also known as the
______“LAND OF THE FIVE RIVERS”____.
Sikhism was founded by ____GURU NANAK_____________, because he saw people
being denied basic human rights due to their social status.
The word ___GURU______ means “teacher.”
Sikh men commonly have the last name SINGH, which means __LION____________.
Sikh women commonly have the last name KAUR, which means _PRINCESS_____.
This gives men and women __EQUAL______________ status in society.
Sikhism is not form of __HINDUISM__________ or __ISLAM___________; it is its own
unique and distinct faith.
Extension:
1.) Guru Nanak (1469-1539) lived at the same time as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). Create a timeline
of events happening around the world at the beginning of the 1500s.
2.) Several famous or prominent Sikhs are highlighted around 3:00 in the video. Find and research
additional Sikh-Americans that you would want to feature in your own version of this video.
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Form B

KEY

Meet a Sikh Family
“Sat sri akal”
This traditional Sikh greeting means “God is
truth” or “Truth is divine and timeless.”

Many Sikh Americans can be recognized by their
physical appearance. Complete the chart with some
of the items described in the video:
Item

Description: What is it? What does it signify?

Who wears it?

Kara

steel bracelet worn on the wrist, signifies strength and unity with God

all Sikhs

Turb
an

about 15 feet long, prepared and worn everyday, It is not a hat. No special
colors, a matter of preference. Represents honor and dignity for all Sikhs

mostly by men,
optional for women

Patka

worn by boys when they have enough hair to form a top knot, keeps
hair groomed and in place. smaller than a turban

boys

At the Gurdwara
What do you do when you arrive at the
gurdwara to show respect?
_1.) REMOVE YOUR SHOES____________
_2.) COVER YOUR HEAD ______________
_3.) BOW TO THE GURU GRANTH SAHIB_

What is the Sikh holy book called?
GURU GRANTH SAHIB
What happens during a Sikh worship service?
HYMNS from the Guru Granth Sahib are set to
music and performed by ragis.

The most famous gurdwara is
the _GOLDEN TEMPLE__ in
Amritsar, India. The four open
doors, one on each side,
represent OPENNESS TO ALL
WHO WISH TO COME

Kaur Foundation © 2022

What happens after a worship service
at a gurdwara?

After the worship service, everyone participates in
LANGAR, a community meal prepared by VOLUNTEERS. To
symbolize EQUAL STATUS, everyone sits together on the
floor. Some common foods include LENTILS, PEAS,
SPINACH, FLATBREAD, SALAD
____________________________________________.
Extension:
Research and find out more about one of the ceremonies or
festivals mentioned in the video:
Dastar Bandi (Turban Tying Ceremony)
Baisakhi (also spelled Vaisakhi)
Gurpurab
What other Sikh ceremonies or festivals could you include in
this video?
Form B

KEY

Cultural Safari
Review

Directions: Review your knowledge about Sikhism with this graphic organizer. Answer the questions to
test your understanding or to learn more about Sikhism.

Sikhism is the world’s 5th largest organized
religion. Why is it important to learn about
different religions?

There are approximately 500,000 Sikhs in the
United States. How many Sikhs are there in
the world?

to understand each other
to accept people the way they are
to learn about other experiences
respect differences

Sikhism was founded about 500
years ago. Who was the founder
of Sikhism?
GURU NANAK

30 MILLION

Remember the
number

5

Sikhism originated in the
Punjab region of India,
which means “Land of
the five rivers”

to review what you
learned about
Sikhism.
Sikhism has five basic beliefs:

Find Punjab on a
map of India

1. ___EQUALITY________________
2. _HARD WORK___________ 3. __HONESTY______________
4. __COMMUNITY SERVICE_________
5._LIVING A LIFE OF DEVOTION_____________
What else did you learn about Sikhism?
What questions do you still have?

Define these important vocabulary words:
Guru

Langar

Guru Granth Sahib

Patka

Gurdwara

Ragi

Kara

Singh

Kaur

Turban
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Form A

KEY

Cultural Safari
Review

Directions: Review your knowledge about Sikhism with this graphic organizer. Answer the questions to
test your understanding or to learn more about Sikhism.

Sikhism is the world’s _5th___ largest
How many Sikhs live in the United States?
organized religion.
more than 500,000
Why is it important to learn about different
religions?
How many Sikhs are there in the world?
to understand each other
to accept people the way they are
30 MILLION
to learn about other experiences
respect differences
Remember the

number

5

When was Sikhism founded?
about 500 years ago, early
1500s
Who was the founder of
Sikhism?
GURU NANAK

Where did Sikhism
originate?

to review what you
learned about
Sikhism.

In the Punjab region of India
Find this location on a map.

Sikhism has five basic beliefs:

1. ___EQUALITY________________

2. _HARD WORK___________ 3. __HONESTY______________
4. __COMMUNITY SERVICE_________
5._LIVING A LIFE OF DEVOTION_____________
What else did you learn about Sikhism?
What questions do you still have?

Define these important vocabulary words
Guru

Langar

Guru Granth Sahib

Patka

Gurdwara

Ragi

Kara

Singh

Kaur

Turban
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Form B

